
Cloughjordan

Unique Setting 
The event was held in the WeCreate 
Workspace, a green enterprise centre 
in Cloughjordan Ecovillage, one of 
Europe’s leading sustainable 
community  projects.  !

Participatory Format 
This seminar was highly participative, 
blending presentations with 
facilitated conversations. 
  !!

This afternoon seminar organised by the Green Foundation 
Ireland and Cultivate explored a commons and community 
approach to the circular economy and local livelihoods. 	!
The  event was made possible with the financial support of 
the European Parliament to Green European Foundation. 	!
Dr. Anne Snick (University Centre Kortenberg / Flora Network) 
Dr. Peadar Kirby (Professor Emeritus of International Politics and Public Policy 
University of Limerick) 
Cillian Lohan (European Economic and Social Committee) 
Claire Downey (National Coordinator of Community Reuse Network Ireland) 
Tommy Simpson (Green Foundation Ireland) 
Davie Philip (Cultivate) !
 !
 

FULL CIRCLE 
Sustainable Work in a  

Circular Economy !
A COMMUNITY APPROACH

Held on  
Friday 10th June 2016 
At WeCreate Workspace, 
Cloughjordan Ecovillage, 
Tipperary, Ireland  !!
What role do community 
groups, co-operatives and local 
enterprises have in the circular 
economy?	!
What kinds of jobs and 
livelihoods can be sustained? 	!
Under what conditions can the 
circular economy help us 
accelerate the transition to a 
resilient and low carbon 
society?  

REPORT
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The session started with a opportunity to network during a delicious lunch made with produce from 
Cloughjordan Community Farm, with award winning sourdough bread from Riot Rye Bakehouse and 
other Cloughjordan delicacies, prepared by the Cloughjordan Community Co-op.  	!
At 14.00 participants were formally welcomed by Davie Philip, who was the facilitator for the 
afternoon session. He introduced the objectives and process for the event. 	!
This was followed by three ‘lightening presentations’ by Peadar Kirby, Cillian Lohan and Claire 
Downey which introduced a community approach to the circular economy. 	!!!
 !
 

!

	                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             



Community Reuse Network Ireland 

Peadar Kirby, - A Community Led Circular Economy 
Towards Low-Carbon Living	!
Peadar introduced the Cloughjordan Ecovillage and its 
use of cutting-edge technologies to move towards a 
circular economy. He highlighted the projects district 
heating system, the only one in Ireland powered by 
renewable sources of energy. This supplies all the 
heating and hot water for every house in the ecovillage, 
using no fossil fuels as primary energy sources and 
emitting no greenhouse gas emissions. It saves an 
estimated 113.5 tonnes annually of carbon that would be 
emitted by conventional heating systems for the 55 
houses served and relies on waste wood from a local 
sawmill. 	!
Cillian Lohan - Closing the Loop	
Cillian presented the opinion he has rapporteured from 
EESC. He highlighted the key messages for how the new 
EU legislation on the Circular Economy has the 
potential to impact on how our economic model 
functions - from design if products through to the 
practicalities  of a services based business activities.  The 
Committee supports a campaign to make all businesses 
and consumers aware of the need to phase out the 
current linear economic model of "take, make, consume 
and dispose" and accelerate the transition to a circular 
model that is restorative by design and aims to rely on 
renewable energy, in order to minimise the use of 
natural resources. However the specific proposals put 
forward by the Commission focus too much on waste 
policies and legislation while similar specific proposals 
"upstream" aimed at improving the entire lifecycle of 
products are missing.	!
Claire Downey -  What does a reuse economy really 
look and feel like?	
Claire introduced a community approach to the circular 
economy and how we can improve design through:	
• End planned obsolescence	
• Design for repair & reuse	
Eliminate waste through:	
• Stop single use packaging	
• Target for personal residual waste? Targets for	
preparation for reuse	
• Easy collection service for reuse	
And change behaviour through:	
• More consumers buying reused goods	
• Public procurement criteria for reused goods	
Thriving repair & community sectors:	
• Repair a “first option” for goods	
• Sustainable social enterprise sector	!!!
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A stimulating group conversation was facilitated next with the following question	
“What role could community groups, co-operatives and local enterprises have in the circular 
economy?”	!
This was followed by a presentation by Tommy Simpson from Green Foundation Ireland 	!

Tommy Simpson - The potential for livelihoods  
Tommy began his presentation with an an overview of a 
manufacturing revolution that is possible with FabLabs and the trend 
in reuse and up-cycling practices.  He highlighted that we have had an 
information revolution and now a manufacturing revolution is 
happening. Tommy reflected on the Lucas Plan, and explored what it 
can it tell us about democratising technology today. Thirty-eight years 
ago the Lucas Plan ignited a movement for ‘socially useful production’ 
and pioneered practical approaches for more democratic technology 
development. 	!
The plan was a novel response to management announcements that 
thousands of manufacturing jobs were to be cut in the face of 
industrial restructuring, international competition, and technological 
change. Rejected by management and government, the Plan’s 
arguments attracted workers from other sectors, community activists, 
radical scientists, environmentalists, and the Left. The Plan became 
symbolic for a movement of activists committed to innovation for 
purposes of social use over private profit. 	!
Tommy went on to reflect on the emergence of the Maker Movement, 
which is a push to re-imagine the objects we own rather than throw 
them away. The movement is about reusing and repairing objects, 
rather than discarding them to buy more. On a deeper level, it's also a 
philosophical idea about what ownership really is.	!
According to Tommy, the repair, reuse and maker movement is already 
growing local economies and creating new jobs as well as reducing our 
dependence on fossil fuels. This circular economy approach will be vital 
for long–term economic sustainability in communities. 	!!!!!!!!!!

This presentation was followed by a Conversation Cafe framed with the following question…	!
“Under what conditions can the circular economy help us accelerate 
the transition to a resilient and low carbon society?”	!!

FULL CIRCLE	
Sustainable Work in a Circular Economy
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The keynote presentation was given by Belgian based Anne Snick a researcher on sustainability with a systems approach. 
She has experience in transdisciplinary research and her field of study is mainly how to facilitate transition by combining 
social sharing, biomimicry, the circular economy and local currencies. 	!
The title of her presentation was…  !
Sustainable Work for All in a Circular Economy - A Community Approach	!
Anne began her presentation by asking if a different socioeconomic system is possible? Is there 
enough political will and wisdom to increase resilience and change the system? She suggested that 
there are a number of drivers that are likely to push politics and society in that direction. 	!
Firstly, companies active in the ‘real’ economy increasingly feel the damage caused by a growth-
addicted extractive model and in response are developing the circular economy with green technology 
and renewable resources. Anne sees a means-end reversal from economics serving the well-being of 
people & plant, to people & planet serving the growth of ‘the’ economy. Work is defined as being 
employed for contributing to private profit of a company so the solution is to redefine the aim as 
‘contributing to thriving communities’ . She then explored means & models to get there that are 
community based with government support.	!
The economic aim shifts back from making money to sustainable use of resources which means the 
money system will have to follow. If e.g. a company uses waste as a raw material for production, the 
growth imperative requires an ever increasing influx of waste, and so the overall impact remains 
‘extractive’.	
 	
The circular economy recognises this and the sharing economy is even better as it encourages citizens 
to share tools and exchange services. Circular economy companies need to build alliances with citizens, 
social-profits, public services, researchers and maybe ethical banks. Economic and Finance departments 
logically have the hardest time changing paradigm; for them it is like rebuilding your ship while out at 
sea. Anne concluded developments of a circular economy, a sharing economy and a local exchange is a 
hopeful signal for sustainable work. 	!
 !!!
 !
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SPEAKERS  
 
Davie Philip	
Davie has been active promoting sustainable communities in Ireland since 1996. In 1998 he was a founding member of FEASTA: the 
Foundation for the Economics of Sustainability and in 1999 a co-founder of Sustainable Projects Ireland Ltd. the company behind the 
ecovillage project in Cloughjordan, Co. Tipperary where he is now based. Through the Community Resilience Programme at Cultivate Living 
and Learning he hosts training and facilitates groups working on collaborative approaches. 	!
Peadar Kirby 	
Peadar is Professor Emeritus of International Politics and Public Policy at the University of Limerick from where he retired in 2012. Before 
joining UL in 2007, he was Associate Professor in the School of Law and Government at Dublin City University. He is a former journalist 
with The Irish Times and, from 1984-86, was associate editor of Noticias Aliadas in Lima, Peru. A former secondary teacher, Peadar Kirby 
now lives in Ireland’s only ecovillage in Cloughjordan, Co Tipperary.	!
Cillian Lohan 	
Cillian is an Environmental Scientist graduating from UCC and University of Ulster. Since then he was worked for an international 
conservation group, Durrell Wildlife and for Environmental NGO's. Between these two he worked in the private sector as a business 
development manager.  He oversaw the rebranding of the Irish Natural Forestry Foundation as the Green Economy Foundation in the last 
12 months. He is currently the chair of the Irish Environmental Network and a member of the Environmental Pillar. He was appointed to 
the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), through the Environmental Pillar in 2015. Cillian has acted as rapporteur on EESC's 
Circular Economy Package. 	!
Claire Downey	
Claire is the National Coordinator of Community Reuse Network Ireland (CRNI), the all-Island representative body funded by the EPA for 
the promotion of reuse and support to community-based reuse, recycling and waste prevention organisations. The core strategy areas for 
the network include the promotion of reuse, support for members, communication and policy input, networking and research. CRNI sits on 
a number of bodies including the National Waste Prevention Committee (NWPC), Eco-tourism Ireland and the European-wide reuse 
network (RREUSE). Claire has over 10 years of experience in waste policy and strategy as well as working in the community sector on 
projects including repair cafes. She holds a first class honours degree in Chemical Engineering.	!
Tommy Simpson	
Tommy was instrumental in setting  up Sonairte The National Ecology Centre and Energy Action, and more recently Green Foundation 
Ireland. 	!
Anne Snick	
Dr. Anne Snick has over thirty years of experience in academic research (KU Leuven), practice in working with families in poverty 
(University Centre Kortenberg) and action research into new economic models (Flora Network). Her research interests are the systemic 
analysis of poverty, (gender) inequality and ecological crises. She has experience in transdisciplinary research and her field of study is 
focused on how to facilitate transition by combining social sharing, biomimicry, the circular economy and local currencies.	!
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PARTICIPANTS LIST	!
Davie Philip	           Cultivate	
Tommy Simpson	           GFI	
Anne Snick 	           KU Leuven	
Cillian Lohan	           Green Economy Foundation 	
Claire Downey 	           Co-ordinator of Community Reuse Network Ireland	
Peadar Kirby 	           Cloughjordan Ecovillage	
John Duffy	                     Church Hill Community Development Group, Donegal	
Rosie Cargin	            Kinsale	
John-Gerard Murphy     Dublin	
Jim Keys	                       Zero Waste North West	
Rachel Henderson 	  FEASTA	
Martin McGillie	            Dublin	
John A. Murphy	            Dublin	
Janko Dolinsek 	            Omahony Holdings	
Dan O'Mahony 	            Omahony Holdings	
Dr. Simon O’Rafferty     Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, University of Limerick,	
Uma MacNamara 	 Cloughjordan Ecovillage 	
Michaela Donegan	 Back2New Community Upcycling	
Graham Lightfoot 	 Cloughjordan Co-Housing	
Marie Collins	            Green Party 	
Maire O'Brien 	            Green Party 	
Maebh Ní Fhallúin	  Green Party 	
Sally Starbuck 	            GaiaEcotecture, Cloughjordan Ecovillage 	
Bill Walsh 	                      Green Party 	
Margaret Murphy	  Resource Efficiency Officer,  
Catherine McVerry	  Workplace Relations Reform Liasion Unit 	
Ollan Herr	                      Herr Ltd 	
Philippa Robinson 	  Cultivate Living and Learning	
Devyn Olsen-Sawyer	  NICER Training	
Ben Whelan	            WeCreate Workspace 	
Arron Baily                      Cloughjordan Ecovillage	
Tara Kirk                           Cloughjordan CoHousing 	
Megan Magrath              Craft Coop	
Denny Baldin                  Community Vision 	!

GREEN FOUNDATION IRELAND	
http://www.greenfoundationireland.ie
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